
Final class
Review:
• reflections: dismal science issues

- big Republican fiscal package ill timed
- LR budget not sustainable. but no crisis so the US may procrastinate until it starts turning into one.

= Japan will be the bellweather for runaway OECD developed country national debt issues.
- productivity. no sign of an uptick, no sign of an additional downturn. but slower TFP means slower 

real Y growth, makes many other political economy issues more challenging.
other LR not discussed: decline in provision of public goods – infrastructure but especially 
funding for public education; healthcare, as in the US prices continue to rise faster than overall 
inflation → it will take over our economy; environmental issues; provision over through 2040 for 
the baby boomers, after which they will cease to be relevant in macroeconomic terms.

the two sections raised different questions. the two main ones are below.
• Phillips Curve

early hope that would provide empirical guidance for the employment cost of controlling inflation 
←→ the inflation cost of lowering unemployment. 

proved spurious
first, assumed changes were to AD so that what the Phillips Curve represented were shifts along 
AS. if AS can also shift, then the empirical relationship breaks down. in statistical terms, we can’t 
“identify” what is due to changes in AD and what is due to changes in AS.
second, following Milton Friedman, what we observe will be decisions made in light of expected 
inflation.

wages (and hence inflation) may be quite rigid in a downward direction: sticky wages.
changes in expectations can lead to a rise (or fall) in inflation, independent of what is 

happening in labor markets
while there surely is some interaction between tight labor markets and wage changes and inflation, 

there’s no empirically useful relationship.
lemma: we can’t empirically judge whether the economy is “at equilibrium”. related concepts include 

“full employment” (NAIRU), potential GDP and “the” natural rate of interest r*. the range of 
estimates of each is very wide, too wide to be helpful for policymaking.

example: estimates of “the” natural real interest rate range from 0% to 3%. if it’s 0% then the 
FOMC should stop raising interest rates (nominal i = r* + π = 1.75%). if it’s 3% then the 
FOMC needs to raise interest rates a LOT more.

• causal chain:
1. FP: we’ve just had a sizeable expenditure package, a big tax cut, and a large expenditure package. 

to keep the conversation simple, let’s assume all of it is τ↓.
2. then YD ↑  → C ↑ and (less leakages) Y ↑ →  C ↑ ←multiplier→ Y↑ with order of magnitude 2.

3. OK, but AS & AD � where is the US economy? certainly the intersction is near LRAS



a. hence FOMC → i ↑ to forestall an anticipated rise in inflation implied by the intial fiscal 
stimulus multiplied by feedback effects

b. since the Republican stimulus package (not what they call it, but it is one!) is big, and the 
economy is near capacity, that must be a large boost in “i”.

4. net is crowding out.
a. expectations (the FOMC will talk about their policy) and the direct effect will be to cut “I” 

gross private domestic investment [and consumer durables]

b. e ↑ ←→ appreciation � X ↓ M ↑ . (Note that with M endogenous M = mY we’ll see an 
increase in M even if the exchange rate doesn’t change much.)

5. so … if the FOMC gets it right (unlikely that they’ll “nail it”) GPD doesn’t increase, inflation 
doesn’t increase. but also no big boost to jobs. however, where those jobs are will change. bad for 
agriculture, bad for manufacturing, bad for construction, bad for anything real estate.


